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Dear Member 
 
At the AGM held on 6 June last, a new committee was elected and their details are included in this newsletter.  
Members of the committee also made presentations about the contract between Serco and the Borough Council, as 
well as the background changes that are being proposed to planning legislation; both matters will impact upon the 
town.  The committee will continue to push for a better understanding of the way the Serco contract operates and 
continues to lobby central government to ensure that the garden city ethos can be maintained. 
 
 

 
‘A different perspective’ 

 
۩  The need for members’ email addresses 
  
The committee has asked members for their email addresses and a number of you have asked why we need them. 
 
From time to time, the committee makes decisions in the light of what individual members of the committee think 
is appropriate.  For example, the committee has taken decisions as to the position the Society should adopt on 
issues such as the conservation areas and the management scheme, as this may have far reaching consequences for 
members and residents.  In such circumstances, it is often very helpful to take ‘soundings’ from members on issues 
as they arise, and communication by email is both quick and accurate, with less likelihood of miscommunication. 
 
The committee feels, therefore, that email is an important tool to keep in touch with members, but it will not, in any 
circumstances, allow third parties access to the Society’s membership database or to members’ email addresses. 
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۩  Litter picking up group and wider issues 
 
There is an enterprising group of people who meet, periodically, to pick up litter in parts of the town and they have 
asked us to include a reference to their work in our newsletter.  However, we think this raises a wider issue and 
would like to have members’ opinions upon it before we formulate a view.   
 
Increasingly, we see local and county authorities setting up schemes for rapid communication between residents 
and themselves so as to improve links between the two parties.  We do not see a problem with this, as it just seems 
to be merely new technology being incorporated into the link between the parties. 
 
However, we also see a trend developing whereby residents are actually being asked to verify matters on the 
ground for local authorities on a regular basis, or as part of the mechanism whereby the authority monitors 
performance.  For example, Serco has deployed new technology (PDA’s) to link a group of nominated residents 
across the borough to report on any issues that arise in connection with their contract.  Details of this scheme are to 
be found in the latest copy of Life Magazine published by the Borough Council.  
 
The committee would be interested to learn from members whether they feel that the employment of residents on a 
systematic basis is a good thing or whether this denotes inadequate supervision on the part of the authority or the 
contractor.  Alternatively, should the Society be pressing authorities to ensure their staff physically look at their 
own areas in person and is it a fair use of residents who wish to participate? 
 
۩  Sir Henry Ralph Stanley Birking Bt - 26 July 1896 to 22 June 1933 
  
During the mid 1920s and the first three years of the 1930s, Captain (ex RFC) Sir Henry Birkin was England’s 
most famous racing driver, alongside such notables as Sir Malcolm Campbell and John Cobb.  To the motor racing 
fraternity he was ‘Tim’ Birkin and became a member of the famous ‘Bentley Boys’ racing team supported by  
W O Bentley, the renowned car manufacturer.  Sir Henry’s most remembered win with the team was the 1929 Le 
Mans 24-hour race, driving a 4½ litre Bentley racing car. 
 
Tim Birkin was an ardent champion of English automobile racing and when English cars began to lag behind their 
continental counterparts in the last years of the 1920s, he tried, unsuccessfully, to talk W O Bentley into 
supercharging the 4½ litre engines, as he (Birkin) estimated it would add approximately 17 miles per hour to their 
top speed.  ‘W O’ was horrified to think of anyone sabotaging his product, and said so! 
 
After falling out with W O over this, Sir Henry left the Bentley Boys racing team and, together with Lady Dorothy 
Paget, his current lady friend and fellow racing enthusiast, purchased three 4½ litre production cars from W O.  In 
early 1929 they rented two adjacent sectional factories, 19 and 21 Broadwater Road in Welwyn Garden City, and 
set about the supercharging modifications (these three cars became known as ‘blown’ Bentleys, as opposed to the 
standard non supercharged ‘unblown’ Bentleys in racing parlance). 
 
Numbers 19 and 21 Broadwater Road are the only sectionals still surviving, presently occupied by Topps Tiles 
(number 19) and a pizza delivery service plus Hertz car rental (number 21).  Whether by accident or design, not 
many local people have heard of Tim Birkin.  It is worth noting that until Topps Tiles moved into number 19 in 
January 2007, it had been a vehicle repair and servicing centre for years, under a number of owners, thereby 
retaining a link to 1929/31 automobiles. 
 
Although Tim had limited racing success with his blown Bentleys, in hindsight, it was technically a dead end.  A 
production engine could not be turned into a successful power source; it was a desperate idea to try to keep up with 
Europe in the face of British car manufacturers’ lethargy towards new racing designs.  By the middle of 1931, Sir 
Henry was driving Alfa Romeo cars in his races, a fact that he really bemoans in his book ‘Full Throttle’, written in 
1932. 
 
This forced move, plus the limited success of his supercharging experiments and the withdrawal of support from 
Lady Paget, meant the end of Sir Henry Birkin’s association with Welwyn Garden City and his Bentley works in 
Broadwater Road were closed down at the end of 1931.  It had been a Welwyn Garden City industry for just two 
years but never again would the whine of his blown Bentleys be heard or seen “roaring up and down Broadwater 
Road from the Bridge Road East junction up to the graded straight to the Chequers junction”, as described by an 
eye witness a number of years ago. 
 



Sir Henry Birkin still raced at Brooklands, in Ireland, and on the Continent until early 1933.  After coming third in 
a Maserati in the 1933 North African (Tripoli) Grand Prix, he burned his right forearm on the car’s hot exhaust pipe 
whilst reaching for his habitual cigarette and, in the age before penicillin, septicaemia set in and he died of blood 
poisoning on 22 June 1933, aged just 36 years.  He always loved Blakeney on the Norfolk coast and went there 
whenever he could; he is buried in a churchyard there. 
 
Lady Dorothy Paget was so affected by his death that she began what is now termed ‘binge eating’ and it was said 
that she became so fat, she could no longer fit into the two seater Bentley sports car they owned. 
 
۩  Statues continued…from the last newsletter 
 
Very well hidden in the grove of trees on the west side of the Campus is the Ad Astra statue, a full length bronze of 
a naked, young boy.  It was sculpted in the 1930s by Kathleen Scott (1878 – 1947) who, incidentally, and for those 
who really want to know, married the antarctic explorer, Captain Robert Scott in 1908 and gave birth to their first 
son, Peter Markham Scott, the famous broadcaster, ornithologist, painter, conservationist and sportsman.  After her 
first husband's death in 1912, she married the politician Edward Hilton Young who subsequently became Baron 
Kennet; she thus gained the title Baroness Kennet. 
 

 
 
۩  Trees and the Garden City 
 
Trees and a garden city clearly go together, but the relationship can be difficult, and is becoming ever more so in 
this increasingly litigious society.  However, all is not doom and gloom, as the following tale will tell. 
 
The original master plan for the Garden City took due note of existing mature trees and incorporated them into the 
urban landscape.  Fresh planting was carried out to supplement and enhance the environment.  Early planting was 
somewhat over enthusiastic and the tree survival rates turned out to be far greater than expected.  This has led to 
over planting in some areas of the town.  Add to this the shallow foundations of the early houses and you have the 
making of a series of problems.  Insurance companies regard Welwyn Garden City through jaundiced eyes. 
 
If a house shows subsidence cracking, your insurance company will wish to correct the problem at minimum cost 
to itself.  The cheapest option is to blame the tree(s) for the problem, to recommend removal of the tree(s) and 
repair the subsidence damage.  This may not be what you want. 
 
How do you get what you want?  Basically, you need to stand up to your insurer.  Start by demanding that they 
monitor the cracks to ascertain that the problem is caused by seasonal tree growth.  Then you need to be 
particularly wary of the technical experts they send to view the problem.  Such technical experts will be from a 
company of loss adjusters; they work for the insurance company and the more they save the insurer, the more they 
get paid.  Loss adjusters do not work for you.  You need to employ an independent consultant, a structural 
surveyor, and get them to fight your technical case.  If the insurer accepts your argument that the independent 
consultant has proved its loss adjuster to be wrong, the insurer will add the cost of such expertise in your claim. 
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Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council is supportive in helping to preserve trees.  Their officials are often prepared to 
put a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) on the offending tree(s).  But if push comes to shove and the insurance 
company seeks to put the risk on the Borough Council, then the Council will back off. 
 
The difference in price between a proper underpinning, including preservation of the tree(s), and removal of tree(s) 
and remedial underpinning and making good, is huge.  To remove a large tree costs around £2k and the total bill for 
repair, let us say by way of example, £25k.  If the tree was to be preserved and the house properly underpinned and 
made good, then the costs would be 400% higher – ie £100k.  So you can see what is driving the decision. 
 
A member of Welwyn Garden City Society recently took on his insurance company when told that the 200 year old 
Oak in his garden would have to go if they were to make good the subsidence of his house.  The Council was 
supportive and a TPO was obtained.  The independent expert was able to show that the potential damage from 
heave (as a result of reduced water extraction due to removal of the tree), post felling of the tree, was likely to 
cause the insurers greater long term loss than its preservation.  The tree and house remain looking splendid.  Any 
members having problems with insurers demanding the removal of a tree against members’ wishes are welcome to 
contact the Society.  We can put them in touch with the right people. 
 
۩  The Audit Commission 
 
Residents may be aware that there is an Audit Commission that reviews the performance of official bodies from 
time to time.  Late in 2005, this body reviewed the performance of the planning department here in the Garden 
City.  Its performance was deemed to be “fair”. 
 
A copy of the report can be found at the following web address:  
 
http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk/Products/BVIR/9BCC0EE9-2245-488e-9ACA-
BEE245FB749E/Welwyn&HatfieldDCPlanning01Dec05REP.pdf  
 
However, the committee of the Society took issue with a number of the points that the commission had made.  In 
particular, the commission failed to properly consult the Society, though claiming to do so, and failed to take into 
account material documents that were in the public domain relating to previous comments made by the Society in 
relation to planning matters.  Further, we took issue with their view that the Council had been material in 
improving design across the borough.   
 
The latter view appeared to be based on a short design course that had been run for council employees in the 
planning department that seemed to relate to the entire borough.   
 
After an exchange of correspondence, the commission wrote to us, in part, as follows: 
 
“In this instance, you have brought some information to light which may have helped the inspectors in their 
understanding and analysis of performance or context…. 
 
With hindsight, it may have been beneficial to have spent more dedicated time with the Society as part of the 
inspection although the problem of identifying stakeholders when we inspect a particular council is a recurring 
one…. 
 
I will raise some of the comments you raise on our general methodology to those people responsible for developing 
inspection methodology and guidance….” 
 
We were particularly critical of their comment on design as, in our view, the design approach adopted by the 
Council relates to the entire borough, whereas the Garden City is a unique place that requires its own design 
guidance within the borough.  This is a point that we continue to pursue with the Council. 
 
What the Society has sought to do in this exchange is to ensure that public bodies are properly challenged and held 
to account.  In this case, we felt the work of the Audit Commission was less than satisfactory and that proper 
attention had not been paid to residents’ views on key issues that affect our town.  
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Unless due attention is paid to residents’ views, much of the results of such audits will, as we stated, be 
“superficial, partial and therefore valueless”.   
 
We believe we made our point. 

 
۩  Recollections of an indigenous Garden City citizen during the town’s early years 
 
Mrs Margaret E Thomas writes as follows: 
 
My brother, who is five years my senior, and I were born in Welwyn Garden City from parents who were pioneers 
here, having moved from the Midlands in 1921 to start a new life in the town.  My father, Charles Fox was an 
architect who first worked for the Welwyn Garden City Company and first lived in a hostel near the Barn Theatre.  
A group of architects worked for the company and my father specialised in housing. 
 
I grew up in a house designed by my father, number 48 Attimore Road, and attended school at the Canossian 
Convent in Parkway.  We were initially taught by Italian nuns but after war broke out, the nuns were not allowed to 
teach us and were replaced by Irish teachers.  The nuns, however, remained in Welwyn Garden City. 

 
 
After a time with the company, my father set up his own practice in London but because of the war, he returned to 
work in Welwyn Garden City and became housing manager for the local authority.  During the war, areas of the 
town suffered from enemy bombing and new houses were built to replace damaged buildings in Coneydale (see 
picture above), Guessens Road, Handside Lane and Mandeville Rise.  I also remember incendiary bombs falling on 
the golf course. 

 
After the war, my family moved to Parkway, opposite the cinema, where my father re-established his architectural 
practice.  Among the many family friends I remember were names of people who had had a part in the town’s 
history – Arthur Howard (estate agent), Mr and Mrs Glenister (owners of the famous racehorse, Nimbus), Mr and 
Mrs Slocombe (town clerk), the Deamers (town clerk), the Goslings (Welwyn Garden Corporation), Mr and Mrs A 
Richardson (local councillor and a director of Kodak). 
 
For some years I worked as a photographer at ICI until I married and had two children, both of whom were 
education at Templewood and Stanborough schools.  Two of my school friends lived in Handside Lane, Gill Smith 
and Yvonne Roux, and I have happy memories of playing in Gill’s garden.  She had a horse called Flicker, which 
was stabled opposite her home at 121 Handside Lane. 
 
My brother remembers that, at one time, we lived in a white house in Elmwood, near to where Flora Robson lived.  
She was a guide at the shredded wheat factory.  He also remembers, when about four years old, meeting Paul 
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Robeson in Elmwood; also, that in the early days the banks were housed in wooden huts, situated where the John 
Lewis store now stands. 
 
During the 1930s, I cycled to school from Attimore Road to Parkway and I remember often falling off my bicycle 
because of the many potholes in the roads.  In those days, roads were resurfaced using hot tar and stone chippings 
and I well recall huge steam rollers being used in the finishing off process. 
 
In the summertime, we were always looking out for the Walls ice cream man who came round on a bike selling 
water ices from a large coolbox on the front at one (old) penny each; choc ices were a bit pricier.  Sweet memories, 
indeed…! 
 
۩  Committee members 
 
The following is a list of committee members elected at the AGM on 6 June 2007 for the year 2007/08: 
 
David Baynes Honorary Treasurer 01707 323606  david.baynes@p-mm.co.uk

Geoffrey Beynon Executive committee member 01707 321380  beynongeoff@aol.com

Annoné Butler Executive committee member 01707 325882   annone.butler@btinternet.com or 

annone.butler@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

Andrew Carnegie Executive committee member 01707 322527  andrew@carnegiehouseletting.com

Malcolm Cowan Executive committee member 01707 324723  malcolm.cowan@virgin.net

Malcolm Day Joint Vice Chair 01707 896688  welwyn.days@ntlworld.com

Lisa Grenfell Joint Vice Chair 01707 690658  l.grenfell@ntlworld.com

Tony Grice Executive committee member 01707 323286  g151138@ntlworld.com

Dennis Lewis Executive committee member 01707 324048  dennis.lewis@tiscali.co.uk

John Marks Chairman 01707 889136 john.marks2@ntlworld.com

Jenny McCann Executive committee member 01707 322233 jenny.mc@btopenworld.com

Kate Nafzger Planning Secretary 01707 258837 knafzger@hotmail.com   

Shaun O’Reilly Honorary Secretary 01707 324272 shaun.oreilly@talktalk.net

Donald Spicer Executive committee member 01707 327592  

Chris Watts Executive committee member 01707 375 804 chris.watts@renaissancebedford.org.uk

 
۩  Road and kerb damage 
 
Residents will have noticed increasing damage to the roads and to kerbs.  This is the inevitable result of increasing 
traffic density and the larger vehicles being driven around the town.  We are all aware that the size of the dustcart 
has increased very substantially in recent years and many will have seen the consequences to both verges and 
kerbs.  
 
Four by fours are also routinely driven across both kerbs and verges, as part of overtaking manoeuvres…truly!  
This is bound to increase the damage to the infrastructure.  Where members see any such damage, would they 
please report it to the web site specifically set up for this purpose: 
 
www.hertsdirect.org/actweb/faultreporting/category1.cfm  
 
If you do not have access to the internet, please contact a committee member who will lodge the report for you. 
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۩  Souda Allied war cemetery on Crete 
 

 
 
This is a stunning piece of work, beautifully maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission.  
 
A member recently visited the site on the 66th anniversary of the Battle of Crete, which took place between 20 and 
29 May 1941 when the Germans invaded the island by air - over 2000 of their paratroopers were killed.  
  
The Allied cemetery has over 1500 graves, the vast majority of incumbents killed during the nine days of the battle. 
The Germans overran the island, driving the mainly Anzac, Allied troops across the mountains to the southern 
shores, where some were rescued by the Royal Navy and taken to Egypt.  Although many were captured, a hardy 
number lived on in the mountains, supported by the islanders.  The story is still very much alive today, as every 
mountain taverna carries the inevitable large black and white grainy photograph of a grandfather with a rifle and 
knee length boots. 
 
And what is the link with the Garden City?  The architect of the cemetery was Louis de Soissons! 
 
۩  Submission to the Heritage White Paper 
 
The government has proposed sweeping changes to the way our heritage is to be controlled by managing it through 
the planning system.  We are concerned that this will be ineffective in meeting the objectives it is seeking to 
achieve.  
 
The Garden City is uniquely placed to comment on their proposals, as this town is the only town in the UK where 
the local authority is in charge of a management scheme set up under Section 19 of the Leasehold Reform Act 
1967.  Essentially, this placed the management of the town and its heritage wholly under the control of the local 
planning authority.   The Society has, therefore, submitted its views as part of the consultation exercise now taking 
place. 
 
Our garden city environment does not fit well with local and county authorities, whose direction is driven from 
Whitehall.  Increasingly, we see degradation in the service provided by our local authority and a willingness to cut 
corners on design issues, which are considered more from the point of our being “just another part of the borough”.  
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Even the conservation areas have not been properly recognised by the county, for example, in terms of roads and 
signage, when these issues are a very important feature of the town. 
 
The Borough Council is responsible for running the planning system that now has performance targets for the turn 
around of applications.  This results in poor quality design and errors.  You don’t have to look far.  A cursory 
glance down Parkway now reveals a communications mast erected within the car park of Hertfordshire 
Constabulary Headquarters, and the planning system was designed to avoid errors of this very sort.  We have 
suggested to central government that it is more important to get the application right than meet the timetable.  After 
all, the result will be seen for generations to come. We do not see any recognition of this within their proposals. 
 
The fact is that the Borough Council has many roles it seeks to undertake. These roles are prioritised by central 
government and the politics of the day.  In our perception, heritage falls very far down the agenda.  The 
management of heritage needs to be a constant “norm” and secure from funding fluctuations or other initiatives that 
people dream up and soon forget, as heritage has a time frame that transcends the day to day. 
 
Part of the design of the town, for example, relies on the views of trees to the rear of properties, which can be seen 
from the street in front; this enhances the green look of the place.  So, first floor extensions that block out the views 
to the rear detract from what was intended.  Indeed, carried to its logical conclusion, the entire character of the 
town could change if planning applications are allowed to be based on national guidelines that fail to recognise the 
concept of a ‘garden city’.  
 
Although there is a statutory duty for local authorities to review conservation areas within set timescales, our own 
local authority has been in default.  So we are unimpressed with any proposals that impose these duties when they 
can so easily be ignored. 
 
Central government would like to see conservation professionals consulted in local authorities and their approval 
given to any planning approvals within conservation areas.  So would we, but we have not even got a conservation 
officer here, despite having one of the largest urban areas under conservation in the country and the bulk of the 
town being ostensibly controlled by a management scheme. 
 
We would like to see both county and local authorities bound to work together so that their separate plans can be 
seen as a single coherent plan for both conservation areas and areas that are sought to be managed under Section 19 
Leasehold Reform Act 1967.  It is essential that such plans be “location centric”.  
 
We find that the reluctance to enforce action on conservation areas and management scheme matters is because of 
other priorities and cost.  We have had all sorts of reasons given for inactivity from “human rights” to the “tenants 
charter”, through to the “many roles that local authorities have to play”.  The proposed approach will be very 
damaging to the town, unless our concerns are properly addressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you wish to contact the Editor about any aspect of the newsletter, please feel free to either email me on 
sheila.oreilly@talktalk.net or telephone me on 01707 324272. 
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